Brilliant Solutions For Supply Chain

Solution for Distributor, Fulfillment, Pick & Pack, 3rd Party Warehouse, Cold Storage & Manufactures
Brilliant WMS Delivering Real Time Visibility, Accuracy & Traceability!

General Benefits:
- User Friendly, Visual Interface
- Take Photos on the fly and embed
- Inbound Container
- Truck Management
- Production Assembly & BOM
- Rule based Picking and Staging
- Pick & Pack
- Cross-docking
- Returns Management
- Directed Picking and Put-away
- Lot Control, Expiry & Serial No. Traceability
- FIFO, LIFO & product specific rules based picking
- Compliance Labeling & Documentation
- Carrier Rating Shipping & Labeling
- 3PL Activity and Storage Billing
- Customizable interface and add Fields with no coding
- Product Package & Client Labeling
- Visual Warehouse Mapping
- Product Photo Validation
- Web interface for 100% Real-time visibility
- E-Commerce Integration
- Integrated Document Management

When it comes to your supply chain, you cannot afford any weak links. Are suppliers delivering on time or are you left scrambling to meet schedules? Can you electronically account for every screw in your inventory or do you need to rely on physical counts to ensure accuracy? Can you quickly identify and respond to new demand patterns?

Brilliant with Expertise in Supply chain process and Solution offers complete integrated solution from:


Key Benefits:
- Financial close cycle improvement
- Handling the transportation & distribution of goods & cargo
- Warehouse and facility management, including infrastructure and management of mechanization
- Set customer billing frequency (days, weeks, months)
- Uses transactional data to accurately calculate charges
- Billing methods fully configurable for each customer and product
- Calculate charges on a fixed customer rate, per item quantity processed or both
- Process automation
- Order approval for multichannel order capture & processing and Cross channel order routing
- Returns and reverse logistics
- Enterprise inventory visibility
Brilliant believes that the configuration of any supply chain must consider the client administration and expense. Brilliant Supply chain management software is an excellent solution for managing materials, information, and finances as it moves in the process from suppliers to the warehouse and to the wholesaler and the retailer and finally to the consumer.

Brilliant WMS coordinates and integrates the process flows both within and among companies with ultimate goal to control inventory (with the assumption that products are available when needed).

**Analytics & Reporting:**

Brilliant WMS reports allows you to better understand the health of your supply chain function with performance, detailed or summarized stock reports. Track bin transactions, order status and bin levels. Brilliant WMS provides you with reports that will help you monitor your inventory. Furthermore:

- Export reports in a desirable format (PDF, Excel, XML, etc.)
- Run detailed queries
- Access reports at anytime using the internet
- Reports are based on advanced technology and can be customized to fit your needs

**IOT Technologies:**

- Voice Directed Pick
- Pick to Light
- Conveyer Systems
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Brilliant WMS offers flexible & scalable E-Commerce solutions for efficient order processing.
Brilliant E-Commerce Solution:

Brilliant WMS is reliable solutions for E-Commerce and Omni channel retailing. Easily automate in-house processes, introduce scalability, adjust to seasonal fluctuation and reduce costs from the first day.

E-Commerce Integration:

Brilliant support customers in cooperation with expertise in E-Commerce, extensive range of services and large partner network, as well as the long list of interfaces that we have on offer.

Multi Channel Support:

Brilliant WMS offers integration options with multiple e-commerce avenues like Amazon, Flipkart, etc. Brilliant also offers services to design & build e-commerce applications.

Brilliant WMS allows the user to configure channels, aggregate product parameters, API details with input & output parameters.

Feature:

✓ High level security, based on Windows SQL Server
✓ 24/7 Support Plan
✓ Option to Integrate Order Management
✓ E-Commerce Website Design & Integration
✓ Standard Integration with E-Commerce Channel & other Application
Brilliant OMS offer flexible & scalable solution for efficient order processing in e-commerce & omni-channel retailing
Brilliant Order Management Solution:

Using Brilliant WMS out customer operate as online pure players, brands & manufacturers, fullfillers or B2B wholesale distributors - our clients run over 1,500 successful online shops, ship from 200 to 10,000 parcels a day and generate annual revenue from $200 K to $60 m. Looking across all our clients of various sizes, the cost of implementation and running of Brilliant WMS pays back in less than 12 months.

Order Management:

Brilliant WMS offer options to configure Sales as well as purchase Order. Requestor will have real time data about the Stock availability at various locations (Factory, Warehouse, Distributors) at time of placing Order.

Powerful Integrated Mobile Apps:

Brilliant WMS Offer Mobile App for Order Management System. The application can be used by the requestor to issue the Sales/Purchase Order. Approver can use this app to approve the Order. Users can also attach documents on the fly. Requestor can check the stock at various locations using the OMS apps. User can also check the status of the order using this app.

Features:

- Approval Management supports un-limited approvals & multiple approvers at each level
- Automated e-mails for transparent information flow
- Orders from multiple retail locations
- Integrated Document Management with inbuilt email & inbox
- Sales Order & Purchase Order Management with multiple channels & locations
- Configurable Role & Workflow Management
- User specific Inbox & Dashboard
- Integration with WMS, E-Commerce & Delivery
Brilliant Warehouse Solution:
Brilliant WMS offer configurable workflow for inbound, outbound, transfer & Return. Brilliant WMS offer Kitting Options for the products. Brilliant WMS offer fully integrated warehouse Management solution.

State-of-the-Art Warehouse Management Features:
- Receiving goods – put to stock processes
- Integrated Document & Email Management
- Parameters, Email & SMS. Alerts with powerful Query Builder
- Chaotic stock management
- Replenishment with Inventory and A,B,C management
- User can calculate storage capacity of the warehouse by adding bin capacities
- Interface to automated weighing, slicing & weigh-price-labeling technologies
- Configurable Workflow, Role Inbox, Dashboard, Payment Method, Tax, Product
- Multiple warehouse management (different locations, including virtual suppliers stock)

Efficient Delivery Strategies:
- Barcode based put to stock-processes with mobile scanning devices
- Efficient handling of deliveries with cross dock ing capabilities
- Matching delivery quantities with supplier orders & status updates to ERP
- Interface to automated weighing, slicing and weigh-price-labeling technologies

Pick, Pack, Ship - Flexible Picking Strategies:
- Single order and multi-order batch picking
- Multi-order single item picking
- Pick-to-box picking process
- High level kit creation – Assembly
- Mobile devices, tablets, Bluetooth & wearable scanners
- Pick by cooler, pick by light, Pick by voice integrations
- Picking and sorting process with multidimensional picklists
- Options to select Pick & Pack Method at SKU level (FIFO, LIFO, Random)

Ready for Special Industry Processes:
- Batch management
- Best before date management
- Serial number management

Flexible Reverse Logistics Processes:
- Optional return label creation at ship-out
- Barcode based returns process
- Return rates & reason analysis
Brilliant Delivery Management Offer Quick & Easy Solution For Your Logistics Needs.

Brilliant DMS
Delivery Management
Brilliant Delivery Management Solution:
Brilliant WMS has a very simple dispatch & delivery management system. With option to select right transporter and zone/route at master level, it becomes easier to focus only on entering customer transactions. Invoices can be mentioned with dispatch date & time and accordingly overdue reports and reminder alerts could be generated.

Powerful Integrated Mobile Apps:
Brilliant DMS integrated with very powerful mobile application is designed to co-ordinate the entire supply chain process, preventing any un-booked deliveries and curbing delays in critical path deliveries.

Features:
- Dispatch tasks to driver in real-time without having to be in office
- Let you prepare a task list for the cargo drivers and also a map and calendar view on mobile app
- Collect notes, images, proof of delivery and other information within the task
- Driver Log, Route Tracking & Integration with transporter & Loading/Unloading Vendors
- Integrated Document Management System, Inbox
- Brilliant WMS is integrated with Transport & logistics Management Systems.
- Warehouse wise dispatch management.
- Option to assign a particular zone/route to a sales/delivery person along with a delivery voucher sheet with details of customer due qty/payment.
- Options to auto calculate delivery charges against each transaction as per the charges defined in masters.
Full WMS, DMS and Accounting For Your Third Party Logistics Operations.

Brilliant 3 PL
3rd Party Logistics Management
Brilliant 3rd Party Logistics solution:

Brilliant WMS a Complete Warehouse Management Solution developed exclusively for third-party logistics, public warehouses, public refrigerated warehouses, and packaging fulfillment operations.

Brilliant WMS offers multi-client, client-owned inventory management which is run as a stand-alone billing and inventory system designed for 3PL warehouses that can be integrated with a full suite of financial management and accounting modules.

Features:

- User Specific Reports & Dashboard
- Labor & Performance Management
- Set Customer Billing frequency in days, weeks or months
- Uses transactional data recorded and stored to accurately calculate charges
- Billing methods fully configurable for each customer and product
- Calculate charges on a fixed customer rate or quantity per item processed or both
- Powerful Mobile app to capture customer requirements